The Self-Organizing Map (SOM) is an unsupervised neural network introduced in the 80's by Teuvo Kohonen. In this paper, we propose a method of simultaneously using two kinds of SOM whose features are different (the nSOM method). Namely, one is distributed in the area at which input data are concentrated, and the other self-organizes the whole of the input space. The competing behavior of the two kinds of SOM for nonuniform input data is investigated. Furthermore, we show its application to clustering and confirm its efficiency by comparing with the k-means method.
Introduction
In data mining, clustering is essential and important. The k-means method is known as the representative method because of its simplicity [1] . However, when the data contains much noise, it is difficult to extract only the cluster exactly using the k-means method. Then, the Self-Organizing Map (SOM) has attracted attention in recent years. SOM is an unsupervised neural network introduced by Kohonen in 1982 [2] and is a model simplifying self-organization process of the brain. SOM obtains a statistical feature of input data and is applied to a wide field of data classifications. Although many methods to extract clusters by using SOM have been proposed [3]- [6] , it seems to be very difficult to construct a simple method using SOM for universal input data. Furthermore, since we can accumulate a large amount of data including useless information nowadays, it is important to investigate various extraction methods of clusters from data including much noise.
In this study, we propose a method simultaneously using two kinds of SOM whose features are different (the nSOM method). Namely, one self-organizes the area at which input data are concentrated, and the other selforganizes the whole of the input space.
In Sect. 2, we explain the difference of the two kinds of SOM with the learning algorithm, and the competing behavior of the two kinds of SOM is investigated. In Sect. 3, we apply the two kinds of SOM to clustering. For 2 and 3-dimensional input data including much noise (correspond- ing to useless information), clustering ability is evaluated both visually and quantitatively using a correct answer rate. Furthermore, the results are compared with those obtained by the k-means method. We also apply the two kinds of SOM to 5-dimensional input data including much noise and confirm the clustering ability for higher-dimensional data. Furthermore, we carry out simulation for real data sets (the Iris plant data [7] ), and we evaluate the effectiveness of clustering the real data using the two kinds of SOM.
Two Kinds of SOM
In this study, we propose a method simultaneously using two kinds of SOM (the nSOM method), namely, one selforganizes the area at which input data are concentrated, and the other self-organizes the whole of the input space. We call the former SOM L and the latter SOM G .
Learning Algorithm
We explain the learning algorithm of the two kinds of SOM. In order to apply the two kinds of SOM to clustering applications, we use totally n SOMs, that is one SOM G and
In each SOM, m neurons are arranged as a regular 2-dimensional grid shown in Fig. 1 . The range of the ele- are obtained as;
where · is the distance measure, in this study, Euclidian distance. 
where h Gc,i (t) is the neighborhood function of SOM G . While, if the winner c is in SOM Ll , the weight vectors of the neurons of SOM Ll are updated as;
where h Lc,i (t) is the neighborhood function of SOM L . The neighborhood functions h Gc,i (t) and h Lc,i (t) are important functions deciding the behaviors of nSOM and are explained in the next subsection.
(nSOM6) The steps from (nSOM2) to (nSOM5) are repeated for all the input data, namely from j = 1 to j = N.
[PHASE 3] (nSOM7) Furthermore, only SOM G learns with the time reset as t = 0.
(nSOM8) An input data is inputted to all the neurons similarly to the step (nSOM2).
(nSOM9) The internal activity degree net Ll j i is calculated similarly to the step (nSOM3). (nSOM10) If the maximum value of net Ll j i is smaller than a given threshold value 1/ε (this means that the distance between the input data and SOM Ll is larger than ε), the weight vectors of the neurons of SOM G are updated as;
(nSOM11) The steps from (nSOM8) to (nSOM10) are repeated for all the input data.
Neighborhood Function
In the learning algorithm of nSOM, the difference between the neighborhood functions of SOM G and SOM L plays a key role to decide their behaviors. The neighborhood functions for SOM G and SOM L are described as follows;
where α G (t) and α L (t) are the learning rate, r i is the coordinates of neuron i on the map grid, r i − r c is the distance between map nodes i and c on the map grid, and σ G (t) and σ L (t) correspond to the width of the neighborhood functions. In order to give different features to SOM G and SOM L , we set the following schedule functions for α G (t), σ G (t), α L (t), and σ L (t).
where T is the learning length. Figure 2 shows an example of the neighborhood func-
and T = 6400. The lines G1 and L1 show the case that the value of r i − r c is zero, while G2 and L2 show the case of r i − r c = 4 √ 2. The neighborhood function for SOM G in the [PHASE 3] is given as follows;
α Gs (t) and σ Gs (t) decrease with time according to the following equations;
where T s is the learning length since the step (nSOM7). 
Simulation Results
As explained in the previous subsections, the main differences between SOM G and SOM L are only the initial states and the neighborhood functions. However, these differences cause the interesting competing behavior of nSOM. Figure 3 shows an example of input data and initial states of SOM G and SOM L for the case of n = 2 (namely the number of SOM L is only one). Input data in Fig. 3(a) include 2-dimensional 1600 points (N = 1600). Each SOM has 100 neurons (10 × 10).
The parameters of the learning are chosen as follows; [PHASE 3] is repeated four more times.
The simulation result is shown in Fig. 4 . Because only one neuron of all the neurons in the both SOMs can be a winner for one input data according to (nSOM4), the two networks compete with each other in [PHASE 2] as shown in Fig. 4(a) . In the early stage of [PHASE 2], only SOM L actively moves according to the input data, because the initial state of SOM L covers the whole input space. Hence, SOM L tends to move to the area where the input data are dense. In the late stage of [PHASE 2], SOM L will not make a large move any more, because the learning rate α L (t) decreases rapidly according to Eq. (6). While SOM G actively moves all over the whole space except the area occupied by SOM L , because SOM L stays in the limited area and the width of the neighborhood function σ G (t) decreases slowly according to Eq. (6).
In the [PHASE 3], SOM G covers the whole input space beyond the area occupied by SOM L as shown in Fig. 4(b) . The reasonable value of ε is from 5 to 50% of the size of cluster.
Application to Clustering
The concept using nSOM can be exploited to extract the data only in clusters of the input data including much noise, because SOM L can find such areas by themselves.
2-Dimensional Input Data
First, we consider 2-dimensional input data as shown in Fig. 5(a) . The input data is generated artificially as follows. The total number of the input data is 1600. 25% of the input data are distributed within a range from 0.2 to 0.3 horizontally and from 0.7 to 0.8 vertically, and these data are called the cluster C 1 . 50% of the input data are distributed in another cluster C 2 , whose horizontal-values follow the normal distribution N(0.7, 0.04), and the verticalvalues N(0.2, 0.0016). The remaining 25% of the input data are distributed between 0 and 1 at random.
We use one SOM G and two SOM L . Each SOM has 100 neurons (10×10), namely 3 SOMs have totally 300 neurons. The parameters of the learning are chosen as follows; In order to extract the input data only in the clusters, we calculate the distance between the input data x j and w Ll in SOM Ll after [PHASE 2]. (Actually, for the purpose of the clustering, we do not need [PHASE 3].) If the calculated distance is smaller than a threshold R, the input data x j is classified into the cluster corresponding to SOM Ll . Figures 6(a) and (b) show the input data classified into the clusters corresponding to SOM L1 and SOM L2 , respectively, for The clustering for the input data including much noise becomes increasingly important. However, the method of extracting only clusters from the input data including much noise, has not been defined well. Although, the k-means method is known to be not useful for the data including much noise, we carry out the k-means method for the same input data for the comparison. Figure 7 shows the results obtained by using the k-means method, where the number of the cluster is set as k = 3 (which corresponds to 2 clusters and noise). We can see that the clusters obtained by the k-means method include much noise.
In order to evaluate the clustering ability of nSOM quantitatively, we define the correct answer rate R C I as follows;
where N C I is the true number of the input data within the cluster C I , N r is the obtained number of the desired input data within C I , and N e is the obtained number of undesired input data outside C I . The calculated results are summarized in Table 1 . We can evaluate the effectiveness of the method using nSOM by this index value. 
SOM Size Effect on the Clustering
In this section, we explain the SOM size effect on the clustering results. Figure 8 shows the clustering results by nSOM with various sizes for 2-dimensional input data. We can obtain effective results of clustering when we use nSOM with appropriate size which is not too small or too large, as Figs. 8(b) and (c). However, if the SOM size is too small for the number of input data, as Fig. 8(a) , we do not get the effect of neighborhood functions which is very important feature of nSOM. Conversely, for too large as Fig. 8(d) , SOM L selforganizes unnecessary noises as well as clusters.
3-Dimensional Input Data
Next, we carry out simulation for 3-dimensional input data shown in Fig. 9(a) . The input data include two clusters and much noise from the clusters.
Figures 9(b) and (c) show the extracted clusters by the nSOM method. We can confirm that the noises are removed by SOM G and only the cluster part can be extracted very well.
The correct answer rates are summarized in Table 2 . We can confirm the clustering ability using nSOM.
5-Dimensional Input Data
Furthermore, we performed the simulation for 5-dimensional input data of 1600 points. These data include four clusters and much noise, and the four clusters are generated by random Gaussian data as shown in Table 3 . The parameters of the learning are chosen as;
The correct answer rates are summarized in Table 4 . We can say that the method of using nSOM are effective for higher-dimensional input data.
Application to Real Data Sets
We apply the proposed method to real data sets. We use the Iris plant data [7] as real data. This data is one of the best known databases to be found in pattern recognition literatures [8] . The data set contains three clusters of 50 instances respectively, where each class refers to a type of iris plant. The number of attributes is four as the sepal length, the sepal width, the petal length and the petal width, namely, the input data are 4-dimension. The three classes correspond to Iris setosa, Iris versicolor and Iris virginica, respectively. Iris satosa is linearly separable from the other two, however Iris versicolor and Iris virginica are not linearly separable from each other. Furthermore, we add 50 noises in the Iris data. In fact the input data is 4-dimensional normalized data of 200 points (50 in each of three classes and noises) shown in We repeat [PHASE 2] four times. Figure 11 shows simulation results, and the correct answer rates are summarized in Table 5 . We can say that nSOM is effective method in the clustering of the real data.
Conclusions
In this study, we have proposed the method simultaneously using two kinds of SOM whose features are different (the nSOM method). We have investigated its competing behavior caused by the difference of the initial states and the neighborhood functions. Furthermore, we have applied the two kinds of SOM to clustering of data including much noise and have confirmed its efficiency. 
